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(57) Abstract 

A well casing junction (II) con- 
nects an upper string of casing to a 
pair of lower or branch strings that di- 
verge from each other. The junction tool 
has an upper section (13) and a pair of 
branch sections (25,27) that join the up- 
per section and each other. The junc- 
tion tool is collapsed for running into 
the well along with casing. To collapse, 
a force is applied to opposite sides to 
create Identical, deep depressions in the 
opposite sides of the junction tooL Once 
in position, internal pressure forces the 
depressions outward to assume an ex- 
panded position. A support member (35) 
locates at the junction and between the 
two branch sections. 
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LATERAL BRANCH JUNCTION FOR WELL CASING 
Technical Field 

This invention relates in general to the construction of a lateral branch for a primary well and 

particularly to a junction member which sealingly connects the main borehole casing and the branch 
liner casing. 

Background Art 

In recent years, well construction technology has yielded substantial increases in well 
productivity with the spread of horizontal drilling for the bonom end section of the well. Unfortunately 
horizontal drilled wells provide limited zonal isolation and do not always pem.it good completion 

practices regarding die independent production of different production zones. Research efforts are now 

concentrating on the possibility of drilling lateral branches either inclined or horizontal from a prima* 
well to enhance Amber reservoir productivity. Also lateral branches open the potential of tapping 
several smaller size reservoirs spread around from one single well without the need to sidetrack and 
redrill the well when moving the production from one production zone to the next The challenge with 
multilateral completion is to install a junction apparatus having adequate internal and external pressure 
capability without relying only on the strength of the local rock fonnations. 

Some prior art junction apparatus designs are based on a low angle side branch casing 
connected to a window on the main borehole casing. Some prior proposals require in situ milling of a 

window or a section in the main borehole casing. Milling steel casing downhole is a difficult task. 
Also, while there are numerous proposals for sealing the branch liner casing to the window, 

improvements are needed. One design deforms a complete junction assembly to offer a diameter equal 
or less than the diameter of the main borehole casing and expanding it in situ to the full cylindrical 
shape. In that design, the junction assembly may be elastomeric or memory metal. The junction 
assembly is expanded within an enlarged section of the well formed after a section of the casing is 
milled out 

Due to the side window based connecting link between the main borehole casing and die 
branch outlet, all these configurations offer poor internal pressure capacity and even more limited 

collapse capability when the junction is located in unconsolidated or weakly consolidated fonnations. 
TTie poor internal pressure capability and resistance to collapsing exists even when they are fully 

cemented since cement doe* not work well in traction. It is therefore highly desirable to have a 
junction apparatus offering good internal pressure and collapse capability to permit a wide freedom in 

the location of lateral junction independent from the strength of the cementing job and/or surrounding 
rock formation. 
Summary of Inwnfljnn 

The junction apparatus in this invention has an upper section that connects to an upper string 

of casing. A pair of branch sections join each other at a junction with each other and with a lower end 

of the upper section. Each branch connects to a lower string of castog. The apparatus is foreed into a 
collapsed configuration prior to running into the weU. While in the well, the apparatus is expanded 
back to an expanded configuration. While in the collapsed position, a lower portion of the upper 

CONFIRMATION COPY 
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section is defined so that a pair of deep depressions or bights locates on the outer side the 

depressions being ISO degrees apan from eaeh other and facing in opposite directions. Also, rn.se 
depressions extend into an upper portion of the branch sections. 

In addition, a support member is joined to the upper section at the junction, the support 

S     "-berhavingauiisectionthatextendsbe^eenmebranchsections. The support member has arms 
mat extend upward and join the upper section.   The taii section comprises a pair of braces 
interconnected by , web. Tne web defines an inner separation waU between the two branch sections 
and preferably has a portion of substantially constant thickness. 

While in the well, internal pressure is applied to f0reB the depressions to disappear. The upper 
10    section wifi expand in diameter.   Tne branch section, move omward and assume a cylmdnca. 

configuration. 
Brief Description nf nr.^, 

Figure 1 is . aide elevational view illustrating a junction apparatus in accordance wit this 
tnvendon connected into a main string of casing and shown in a collapsed position. 

15 Figure 2 is a side elevationa. view similar to Figure 1. but showing the junction .pparam, 
expanded to a set position. 

Figure 3 i, a sectional view of the junction apparatus of Figure 1, taken Jong the line 3-3 of 
Figure 1. 

Figure 4 is a sectional view similar to Figure 3. but taken along the line 4-4 of Figure 2 to 
20     show the apparatus expanded. 

Figure 5 is a sectional view of the jtmction apparatus of Figure 1. taken along the line 5-5 of 
Figure I. 

Figure d i, a sectional view simitar to Figure 5. but taken along the line 6-6 of Figure 2 to 
show the apparatus expanded 

25 Figure 7 is a sectional view of the junction apparatus of Figure 1. taken along the line 7-7 of 
Figure 1. 

Figure 8 is a sectional view similar to Figure 7. but taken along the line 8-8 of Figure 2 to 
show the apparatus expanded 

Figure 9 is . sectional view of the junction appamtus of Figure 1. taken Jong the line 9-9 of 
30    Figure 1. 

Figure 10 is a sectional view similar to Figure 9, but taken along the line 10-10 of Figure 2 to 
show the junction apparatus expanded 

Figure 11 k a sectional view of the junction appamtus of Figure 1, taken along the line ll-n 
ofFigure 1. 

« R^,2»*«ws^»Figurell.b*t^alo^ 
junction apparatus expanded 

Figure 13 is a sectional view of the junction apparatus ofFigure 1. taken along the line 13-13 
ofFigure 1. 

Figure 14 is a sectional view similar to Figure 13. but taken along the line 14-14 ofFigure 2 to 
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show the junction apparatus expanded. 

Figure 15 is a sectional view of the junction apparatus of Figure 1, taken along the line 15-15 
of Figure 1. 

Figure 16 is a sectional view similar to Figure 15, but taken along the line 16-16 of Figure 2 to 
5    show the junction apparatus expanded. 

Figure 17 is a sectional view of the junction apparatus of Figure 1, taken along the line 17-17 
of Figure I. 

Figure 18 is a sectional perspective view of the junction similar to Figure 17. but taken along 
the line 18-18 of Figure 2 to show the junction apparatus expanded. 

10 Figure 19 is a sectional view of the junction apparatus of Figure I, taken along the line 19-19 
of Figure 1. 

Figure 20 is a sectional view similar to Figure 19. taken along the line 20-20 of Figure 2 to 
show the junction apparatus expanded. 

Figure 21 is a sectional view of another embodiment of the junction apparatus of Figure I, 
15    taken along the line 21-21 of Figure 1. 

Figure 22 is a sectional view of the junction apparatus similar to Figure 4, but shown taken 
along the line 22-22 of Figure 2 to show the junction apparatus expanded. 

Figure 23 is a perspective view of a support member for the junction apparatus of Figure 2. 

Figure 24 is an enlarged, partially sectional view of the support member of Figure 23 installed 
20     in the junction apparatus of Figure 2. 

Figure 25 is a side elevational view of an alternate embodiment of a junction apparatus, 
shown in an expanded positioa 

Figure 26 is a sectional view of the junction tool of Figure 25, taken along the line 26-26. 

Figure 27 is a sectional view similar to Figure 26, but showing the junction tool in a collapsed 
25 position. 

Figure 28 is a sectional view of the junction tool of Figure 25, taken along the line 28-28. 
Figure 29 is a view siinilar to Figure 28, but showing the junction tool in a collapsed position. 

Figure 30 is a sectional view of the junction tool of Figure 25, taken along the line of 30-30 of 
30    Figure 25. 

Figure 31 is a view similar to Figure 40, but showing the junction tool in a collapsed position. 

Figure 32 is a sectional view of the junction tool of figure 25, taken along the line 32-32 of 
Figure 25. 

35    Bttt Mode for Carrying Out the Invention 

Referring to Figure 1 and 2, the junction apparatus or member 11 is connected into a string of 
casing and lowered into an open hole wellbore until it reaches an enlarged section of the wellbore. 

Junction member 11 then is pressurized by fluid pressure from the surface, causing it to move from the 
collapsed position in Figure 1 to the expanded set position of Figure 2.  While in the expanded 
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position, junction member II resembles an inverted**Y". Junction member It has an upper end 

section 13 that is cylindrical and connects into the string of casing that is being lowered into the 
wellbore. Upper end section 13 is the same diameter as the casing. An upper enlarged section 15 joins 

upper end section 13, having an upper end welded to the lower end of upper end section 15. Upper 
enlarged section 15 is conical, diverging in a downward direction and resulting in a greater diameter at 

its lower end at section line 10-10 than at its upper end. Upper enlarged section 15 has an axis 16 that 
is inclined relative to main casing axis 17, 

A conical lower enlarged section 19 has an upper end welded to part of the lower end of upper 
enlarged section 15. In the embodiment shown, conical lower enlarged section 19 is much shorter in 

length than the length of upper enlarged section 15. Conical lower enlarged section 19 converges in a 
downward direction, as can be seen by comparing Figures 12 and 16. Conical tower enlarged section 
19 comprises one-half of a cone with a diameter at its lower end that is substantially the same as the 
diameter of upper end section 13. 

A conical lower enlarged section 21 also joins the lower end of upper enlarged section I* 
Conical lateral section 21 may be the same length as corneal lower enlarged section 19, but is 
preferably of a lesser diameter. Both conical lower enlarged section 19 and 21 are joined together via a 
formed section 10 which contains U-shaped portion 43. Referring to Figure 12, conical lateral section 
21 forms the right half of junction member 11 at section line 12-12, with conical lower enlarged section 

19 forming the left half at that point Conical lower enlarged section 19 and lateral section 21 are 
welded to each other along their inner edges 23, the inner edges being in a plane that contains axis 16 

of upper enlarged section 15. The shape of junction member 11 at section line 12-12 is somewhat in 
the shape of a peanut, with a major dimension that is greater than a minor dimension. 

Referring again to Figure 2, a lower main section 25 of cylindrical configuration is welded to 
the lower end of conical lower enlarged section 19. Lower main section 25 joins the main casing 

branch (not shown) extending below and is coaxial with upper end section 13 and main axis 17. A 

lower lateral section 27 of cylindrical configuration is welded to the lower end of conical lateral section 
21. Lower lateral section 27 will support a string of lateral or branch casing (not shown). A drillabie 

plug 29 is secured in lower lateral section 27. The diameter of lower lateral section 27 is preferably 
slightly smaller than the diameter of tower main section 25. Lower lateral section 27 is located on a 
lateral branch axis 31 that is at an acute angle relative to main casing axis 17. Upper enlarged section 
axis 16 bisects axes 17 and 31, with all three axes 16,17 and 31 being in a single plane. 

Referring to Figures 2, 23 and 24, a support member 35 is welded to the exterior of junction 
member 11 at the intersection of lower main section 25 and lower lateral section 27. These two 
sections join each other at the lower end of the conical lower enlarged section 19 and conical lateral 
section 21. The junction resembles a crotch area with the two legs being lower main branch portion 25 
and lower lateral branch portion 27. For clarity, support member 35 is not shown in Figure 1. 

Support member 35 is generally in the configuration of a T", having two arms 37 and a leg 

41. Each arm 37 has an enlarged portion 39 oh its outer end. The enlarged portions 39 are welded to 
the exterior of conical enlarged section 19 and conical lateral section 21 on opposite sides. Leg 41 
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l*^P«'olldtol^bemiehmtU31mWBw«lded»m ^ 
curved upper porta, between tons 37 abuts agdosr t U^luped potion 43 fcrmed at the crotch 
between conical lower enlarged section 19 and conical lateral lection 21. 

/unction member 11 will firat be tamed and tested in the expanded coafigmaion of Figure 2. 
5 ^itwfflbecolIap^tooeposnionahc^nF^^ 

11 is collapsed by a folding machine (nt« ibown) which bean against oppositea aides, as shown in 
Figure 3 in the symmetrical plan, causing the side walls to deflect inward, creating depressions or 
bights 45.47180* apart from each other. Bights 45.47 increase in depth in a downward direction as 
ran be seen by comparing Figure 3 to Figure 5. The shapes of bights 45, 47 will also change in a 

10    duwuwoiJ direction as can be teen by comparing Figures 5.7,9, II, 13,15, Hand 19. 

m the collapsed position shown, the enlarged fKrtioos 39 of support member 35 ire Ineated m 
a plane that DsnbstamiallyperpendicnlartoaplaM Support member 
35 reduces stress during the collapemg process, printing lower main portion 25 and low Jasral 
portion27 from being folded exeeashrcry. Atthe lower end ofjunction member 11. lower main section 

15 25 win I»cresceat*bnpe4 while low lmeral section 27 remains nmsflycyliaHc^Bmsabaumdry 
undefleemd. A surface of revolution ofjunctionsnember 11 b cylinthi^wrien junction member 11 is 
collapsed and no greater it toy point than the outer diameter of upper end section 13. 

During operation, junction member 11 is installed in a string of casing and lowered into a 
section of the well that has been previously enlarged by reaming, Junction member 11 win be ran 
while in the collapsed position of Figure L Theo. hydnmlkpre^ a allied » me flum eeetamed 
in the mam casing and injunction member 11. A plug (not shown) at me cement shoe (not shown) at 
Iho lower end of tl» miaouing enables lr^ 

casing and Junction mate 11. Thbpressinecinsmjimction member 11 to expand tome set position 
with lateral leg 27 moving outward. Ate reaching this position.. valve will be shifted at the cement 
Ana to enable cement to be pumped downward, wUdiltowitmoughtbeiindn casing tnd back im an 
Crohn surrounding the mala ccing. 

Wbna it Is desired to drill the lateral woDbore, & ^ , deflector (hat shown) to 

cause the drfll bit to enter lateral leg 27. Tl»drfllbi»diiIb«dplug29anddrflbmalate«lwdlbore. 
Uttrt easingcf anidlerdimnetwtn^^ 

wdJboremmamswrtodlornliatieermechanto T^e lateral casing wffl be cemented 
coaYoottaoiuy. 

Figures 25-32 show an alternate embodiment of junction tool II. Referring m Figure 25, 
jiajctioo tool 49 la, a cyliudrical upper section 51. Vpftr section 51, aa shown m Flgme 25, can be' 

e«iid»dtohnvotiTOJutmor*dewnDix^31n,51b sidewaJl 
PortitxB51a,51b«res««ai«v1mdri^ branch sections 53. 
55 jomuppa section 51 et a junction ^extend downward umo^ E*ab«nd! 
section53.55mflibe«rJWWiaof^samedimneter. Bid, baud, section 53.55mdmearelative 
toakngitudmd axh 57 of upper sectionSlrtmesanM angle. Brar^ 
have an inner ridewdl portion 53. that feces an hmcr sidewall portion 55a of breach ^ 55 

20 

35 

RECTIFIED SHEET (RULE 91) 
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Similarly, branch section 53 has an outer half or sidewall portion 53b that faces in an opposite direction 
and away from outer sidewall portion 55b of branch section 55. 

Referring again to Figure 25. a conical section 59 is located at the upper end of upper section 
51. Conical section 59 joins a cylindrical end 61 that will secure to a lower end of a string of casing 

The lower end of branch section 53 secures to a string of casing while junction tool 49 is being lowered 
into the well. Initially, branch section 55 will be closed off with a drillable shoe 63. Subsequent* 

shoe 63 « drilled out for drilling a branch we., and running a casing liner into engagement with branch 
section 55. 

As shown in Figure 32. a support member 65 locates where branch sections 53. 55 join upper 
sec*. 51. Support member 65 is generally in the shape of a "Y", having two upward extending arms 

67. Ann, 67 are rigidly joined to the lower portion of upper section 51. Referring to Figure 26 
intenor portions of arms 67 will protrude inward slightly into the bore of upper section 51. 

Refemng to Figure, 26 and 28. junction tool 49 may be considered to have a major axis or 
symetrica«axi,69. Major axis 69 bisects equally each of the branch section, 53.55. Aminoraxi,7l 

perpendicular to major axis 69. bisects equally each of the arms 67. As upper section 51 is cylindricai 
along section line 26-26. me dimensions across upper section 51 at major axis 69 and minor axis 71 

WD be the same. However, when measured at section line 28-28. the distance from outer ,ide 53b to 
outer „de 55b along major axis 69 is considerably greater than the distance from the outer surface of 
each aim 67 measured along minor axis 71. 

Referring again to Figure 32, support member 65 also ha, a web 73 that join, each ann 67 and 
extend, downward. The upper border end 74 of web 73 is . straight line, with stress relief notches 76 

at each corner where upper end 74 Join, an arm 67 with a radius 75. While moving between the 
CO"apSed and eXpMded ■» 67 will flex at the junction with web 73. thus the stress relief 
notches 76 with radius comers 75 reduce strain concentration. 

Web 73 extend, sideway, with rib, 79.downwanI from ann, 67. Rib, 79 are connected to 
each other by web 73. resulting in what may be considered asataiL By comparing Figures 28 and 30 

■t can be seen that at upper end 74 near section line 28-28. web 73 will form the separating wall 
between branch sections 53, 55. He inside wall portions 53a, 55. along section line 28-28 coincide 

with web 73. As one proceeds downward, however, web 73 becomes a discrete member spaced 
equktawt between branch sections 53, 55, as shown in Figure 30 with rib, 79 sticking out When 

junction tool 49 i, under operating pressure, the upper section of web 73. where it i, the separating wall 
between branch section, 53, 55. will be highly loaded while being limited in its thickness by the 
.equired drift of the branches sections 53. 55 and might undergo plastic deformation. To spread the 

load over a Urge area, instead of concerting the highest strain on a single line, a constant thickness 

section 80 is formed in web 73. A, shown in Figure, 28, constant thickness section 80 is a flat section 
located within the center of web 73 between rib, 79. Constant thickness section 80 is rectangular and 
extend, downward from upper border end 74 for a selected distance. 

To move junction apparatus 49 to the. collapsed position. ,hown in Figures 27 29 and 31 
deforming round tool, (not shown) are applied on each side portion 51a. 51b along major axis 69.' 
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These deforming tools press inward toward each other, each forming a single large depression or bight 

81. At section line 26-26. the inner ends of bights 8) are nearly touching each other. Bights 81 face 

outward in opposite directions from each other. When bights 81 are created, not only will the 

dimension of upper section 51 shrink along major axis 69. but it will also shrink along minor axis 71 
5 Also, while collapsing, the upper ends of arms 67 move toward each other, resulting in a collapsed 

position effective diameter 85, shown by the dotted lines. 

The same deforming tools also move outer sidewall portions 53b, 55b of branch sections 53, 
55 inward to the position shown in Figure 29. This results in two bights 83 that are continuations of 
bights 81. Bights 83 faces in opposite directions and are located along major axis 69. The inner 

10     surface of each bight 83 will touch web 73 at the constant thickness section 80. The effective diameter 
85 is the same as that in upper section 51. 

Inferring to Figures 30 and 31, in the collapsed position, bights 83 will be in contact with the 
interior surface of the inner sidewall portions 53a, 55a. In the collapsed position, inner sidewall 
portions 53a, 55a along section line 30-30 will be flat, parallel to each other and parallel to web 73 with 

15    sucking out ribs 79, which is equally spaced between. 

Junction tool 49 will be employed me same as in the first embodiment. The operator will 
apply hydraulic pressure to the main casing and the junction tool 49. The hydraulic pressure will cause 

junction tool 49 to move from the collapsed configuration to the expanded configuration. The 
operator then cements the casing and junction apparatus in the well. 

The operator will then lower drill pipe through the casing and into branch section 55 to drill 
out plug 63 and to drill the other branch well. After drilling, casing for the other branch well will be 
lowered through the upper string of casing and through branch section 55. A liner hanger will support 
the upper end of the second string of casing within branch section 55. 

The invention has significant advantages. Collapsing the junction tool by pressing inward on 
opposite sides to form symmetrical bights provides an effective means to reduce the overall diameter. 
The support member allows movement from the deformed position to the expanded position while 
reinforcing the branch junction to support high operating pressures. The strtss relief radius reduces 
strain at the corners between the web and the arms. The constant thickness section in the web spread 
deformation in the highly loaded separating wall between the branches. 

While the invention has been shown in only two of its forms, it should be apparent to those 
skilled in the art that h is not so limited, but susceptible to various changes without departing from the 
scope of the invention. 

20 

25 

30 
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I CLAIM: 

!. In a well casing junction apparatus 11 or 49 for connecting an upper string of casing to a pair of 

lower strings of casing, having an upper section 15 or 59-51 with a longitudinal axis 17 or 57 and being 

adapted to be connected to the upper string of casing 13 or 61 above the apparatus, and a pair of 
5 branch sections 25,27 or 53,55 that join each other at a junction with each other and with a lower end 

of the upper section and extend downward from the upper section for connection to the lower strings of 
casing, the junction apparatus being movable due to the application of internal force from a collapsed 

position to an expanded position in which both of the branch sections are substantially cylindrical; the 
improvement comprising: 

10 a single depression 45 or 81 located on one side and a single depression 47 or 81 located on 

an opposite side of a lower portion of the upper section 15,51 while the junction apparatus is in the 
collapsed position; and 

a single depression 45,47 or 83 in an outer side of each of the branch sections that extends 
downward from one of the depressions 45,47 or 81 from the upper section while the junction apparatus 

15     is in the collapsed position. 

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein while in the collapsed position, each of the branch 
sections has an upper portion with an inner side figl7 or 53a, 55a that is deformed from its 
configuration while expanded. 

20 

3. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein while in the collapsed position, the depressions in the 
upper section 45,47, 81 are substantially symmetrical, and the depressions in the branch sections 45, 
47*83 are substantially symmetrical 

25 4. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein while in the collapsed position, the depressions on the 
outer side 53b, 55b extends inward into substantial contact with an interior surface of an inner side 53a, 
55a of each of the branch sections. 

5. The apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising a support member 65 joined to the upper 
30 section at the junction, having a tail section that extends between the branch sections and a pair of arms 

67, each of the arms extending upward and joining the upper section 51, and wherein a line equally 

bisecting the arms and passing through the axis of the upper section is substantially perpendicular to a 
line equally bisecting each of the branch sections and passing through the axis. 

35 6. The apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the tail section comprises a pair of ribs 79 
interconnected by a web 73 that is located in a plane that bisects the arms, the web defining an inner 
separation wall between the branch sections at the junction with the upper section and having an upper 
portion 80 located on the upper edge of substantially constant section. 
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7. Tnc apparatus according to claim 5, wherein the arms 67 move farther apart from each other when 
moving from the collapsed position to the expanded position. 

8. The apparatus according to claim 5, further comprising stress relief notches 76 formed at a corner of 
5     each of the arms 67 with the tail section. 

9. A method for providing a junction between an upper string of easing 61 and two lower strings of 
casing, comprising: 

(a) providing a junction apparatus 1 lor 49 that comprises an upper section 1J or 51-59 and a 
pair of branch sections 25.27 or 53. 55 that join each other at a junction with each other and with a 
lower end of the upper section and extend downward from the upper section; 

(b) collapsing the junction apparatus into a smaller effective diameter by forming two 
oppositely facing single depressions 45,47 or 81. in a lower portion of the upper section, and fanning a 
single depression 45.47 or 83 in an outer side wall portion of each of the branch sections; 

(c) connecting the upper section of the junction 15 or 59 apparatus to the upper string of 
easing 13 or 61 and running the junction apparatus into the well while collapsed; 

(d) while the junction apparatus is in the well, applying an intental force to the junction 
apparatus to cause the depression! 45,47 or 81.83 in the lower portion of the upper section and in the 
branch sections to substantially disappear, and causing the branch sections 53, 55 to move apart from 

20    each other. 

10. The method according to claim 9. wherein step (d) is performed by applying internal fluid pressure 
to the junction apparatus. 

30 

I l.The method according to claim 9, wherein one of the lower strings of casing is attached to one of 
the branch sections prior to running the junction apparatus into the well. 

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the other of the branch sections is plugged prior to 

running in the well, and step(d) is performed by applying interna] fluid pressure to me junction 
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